
BEST PRACTISE 1: LEGAL EDUCATION AT THE MINIMUM COST.  

 

THE CONTEXT:  

The institute is running graduate and post graduate courses. The Institute has two LLB 

programs, i.e., LL.B. (3 years) Degree course, and BA LLB (5 years) Degree course. Besides, 

the institute conducts Six Post graduate programs, two LL.M. (Business Law & Criminal 

Law), four PG Diplomas i.e., Taxation Laws, Labour Laws, Cyber Laws, Intellectual Property 

Laws. The institute is recognized Ph.D. research centre in Law. The area where the college 

operates appears as urban; however, the region i.e., Marathwada is draught prone, the localites 

are indulged in a normal day struggle for their existence. The region is badly known for 

farmer’s suicide. People residing in this area do not afford to pay huge fees towards education, 

higher education, thus drop out of higher education remains very high in the region. 

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE PRACTISE: -  

The institute works with a mission “Fiat justitia, ruat coelum”, which means “Let Justice Be 

Done Though Heaven Falls”. This mission is reflected through prospectus, website, citizens 

charter, college magazine. To fulfil this mission, the college is standing tall on all footings for 

the students from marginal communities. Though being a single faculty college, the college 

has a higher amount of student strength, one of the reasons behind students turning to seek 

admission into this college, is the lowest amount of fees charged, that too with the excellent 

service. Thus, keeping in view of the mission, the college has decided not to send any proposal 

of fees increase to the concerned authority, whereas the neighbouring institute is charging 

double or triple fees than this institute is charging. The institute fully believe in the context of 

judgement as provided in M.P. Vashi Versus State of Maharashtra.  

THE PRACTISE: -  

With this objective the institute has charged the lowest fees as compared to the other colleges 

in region. The fees charged for each course is mentioned below. The fees charged as narrated 

below is such less that, student opting to choose another field turns to choose law as a career 

option. The institute believes in providing all the facilities at minimum cost to the students. 

This reduced fee practise has become such an ideal practise that, students in general are 

choosing this institute over other institutes. On the same footings, the college does not charge 



any fine to the students for late submission of library books, non-wearing of uniform or fine 

as an action for any indiscipline. 

Class  Full fees Fees for EBC/ 

PTC/ Freedom 

Fighter 

Fees for GOI 

Scholarship 

Holders 

LLB I 3240 1740 225 

LLB II 3510 1510 15 

LLB III 4010 1510 15 

BA LLB I 3240 1740 225 

BA LLB II 3010 1510 15 

BA LLB III 3160 1660 15 

BA LLB IV 3510 1510 15 

BA LLB V 4010 1510 15 

LLM I 9550 5550 838 

LLM II 9310 5310 628 

PGDTL 7050 Not Applicable 838 

PGDLL 7050 Not Applicable 838 

PGDCL 13150 Not Applicable 838 

PGDIPR 7050 Not Applicable 838 

 

OBSTACLES FACED/ PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED: - 

Due to reduced fees collection from the students, it becomes very hard for the college to 

maintain few things. However, that has never been an issue for the institute while designing 

curricular and cocurricular activities. The institute has 2 Law programs i. e. LLB (3 years) 

degree programme & BA LLB (5 years) degree programme, which is aided by the Government 

of Maharashtra. The salary of the teaching and non-teaching staff of aided course is been 

managed by Government of Maharashtra, therefore the Tuition fees collected by the institute 

has to be repaid to the Government. Whereas the expenses of non-Grant courses, are borne by 

the institution itself. On many occasions, it becomes very hard to manage the expenses, still 

the institute has never compromised with the quality of education. 

IMPACT OF PRACTISE/ EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS: - 

The impact of this practise resulted in less drop out, turning out after a gap of several year to 

complete the remaining portion of education. The resultant admission into the college has been 

increased. Students from marginal communities are regularly attending the college and taking 



education for their livelihood. Most of the students graduate from the institute report to have 

started their own practise and leading a happy life. 

RESOURCES REQUIRED: - 

Budgeting or finance is the requirement of any educational institute to run the institute. The 

institute is managing its affairs in so less amount with full infrastructure. Library, the books 

in the library is the biggest resources available to institute to run academic courses. The library 

of college has more than 37000 books covering wide subjects. So, the college has adopted the 

practise to issue as many books required by the students. 


